DENA MOORE – A VICTIM OF CRUELTY @ DISNEY –
RALLIED AGAINST THE BILLIONAIRE BULLIES - YOU CAN’T LET
A BULLY CONTINUE TO BE THE BULLY. DON’T MESS WITH A
HIGH TECH GRANDMOTHER, SHE SUED DISNEY AND THE
NEW YORK TIMES TOLD THE WORLD!
On February 16, 2016 Dena Moore attended with zeal in her heart and passion
fleeting from her throat the following: “I’m doing this because I don’t like
bullies,” Dena Moore says, explaining why she— as one of the American Disney
workers who was laid off and forced to train her low-wage H-1B foreign
replacement— is now launching a discrimination lawsuit against the
corporation.
“You can’t let a bully continue to be the bully. Someone had to say: ‘Slavery
isn’t right, I think I’ll stand up against it.’ Someone had to say: ‘We shouldn’t
[mistreat] our women. I think I’ll stand up.’ Someone had to stand up. That’s
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what I’m hoping that my work is doing. There’s a lot of people who are just
afraid,” Moore tells Breitbart in an exclusive telephone interview.

Let cut to the chase and bring on Dena Moore and Brietbart on the
scene!
Trump Gets the H-1B Reform Vote. Grand Mother AND Disney DISPLACED
Worker Endorses TRUMP. Brietblast Goes Bonkers and Slams the Sweaty Water
Boy Marco the Robot Rubio. Slap, Bam, Boom - Trump is the ONLY candidate
that comes close on H-1B Reform - DESPERATE IT WORKERS SWARM TO THE
TRUMP MAGIC KINGDOM.
THE QUESTION IS WILL TRUMP FIRE THE BULLY DISGUISED AS A MOUSE?
Loyal American Dena Moore: “I’m doing this because I don’t like bullies,” Sara
Blackwell on the scene, gentle grand mother of four children and 13 grand
children now launching a discrimination lawsuit against the Disney Pig Faced
Executives. “Trump is standing up to the bullies.”
“The American people are now the weak ones being bullied,” Moore explains.
“The everyday working person needs a champion– and you’d never think to
say that. Who would ever think a day would come when we would have to say
that? But the middle class needs a champion– we need a union that will
protect us– and Donald Trump is that champion. He is champion who stands
up to the bullies to protect the weak, he stands up for us– he stands up.”
“When you stand up to the bullies you have to stay strong,” Moore explained.
“You’re not always going to be well-liked, and it takes you a little while to be
heard. Maybe you’ll make mistakes, but you have to get past the media’s ‘let
me pick you apart’ stage and recognize that this person is standing up to the
bullies.”
“I will be voting for Trump,” Moore said emphatically. “If we don’t want to
become the next third world country— to me— we need somebody whose a
business man to run the country.”
“Moore, at 53 is a mother of four and grandmother of 13. She had been
working for Disney just shy of ten years, when out of the blue she was called
into a meeting and informed that she along with hundreds of her American
colleagues were being let go and would be replaced with foreign workers,
whom they would have to train. These foreign workers had been brought into
the country on the controversial wage-depressing H-1B visa.”
“Moore’s Senator, Marco Rubio, has pushed to expand H-1B visas despite the
fact that scores of his own constituents had just been displaced by the
program.”
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http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/02/19/exclusive-disney-momtrained-foreign-replacement-endorses-trump-need-someone-stand-bullies/

Video of Dena Moore Speech at Donald Trump Sweet Home
Alabama Rally

Published on Feb 28, 2016
Dena Moore Speech at Donald Trump Rally, Alabama - Disney Laid Off Workers
to Foreign Workers Under H-1B Visa Program

https://youtu.be/Th0GHaUUiMY
Good Blast Dena – Bang the Bully Billionaires – Mickey Iger is the Worst!

Dena Moore Speech - Donald Trump Rally Orlando, FL 3-5-16
Published on Mar 5, 2016
Dena Moore Speaks out on the Disney Abuse of H-1B Visa Program at Donald
Trump Rally in Orlando, Florida, 3-5-16
https://youtu.be/LDyxdvvx9A0
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Trump was the Peak of His Game and Glory and Dena Kissed the Trump Heavens.

Dena Moore Rocks the Bama House Down!

Computerworld News Flash: Disney Canned Workers Speak - People Listen They Do Not Like What They Hear. Dena Moore Rocks the House Down!
I QUOTE THE ENTIRE ARTICLE:
“Two former Disney IT workers spoke at a Donald Trump campaign rally on
Sunday, telling about the shock of having to train their foreign replacements.”
“It's hard to recall any presidential campaign, in any year, that has given IT
workers this type of visibility. But Trump, the businessman now seeking the
Republican nomination, has made H-1B reforms a part of his platform.”
“Speaking at the large rally in Madison, Ala. was Dena Moore, a former Disney
IT worker who trained her foreign replacement. Around 200 to 300 other Disney
IT workers lost their jobs as part of an IT outsourcing shift.”
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“Moore warned that Disney's action is a bad signal. "Other companies look up
to them and they follow and model their behavior," she said.”
“IT workers are generally reluctant to take a public stand on visa policy issues.
They worry about hurting future IT job prospects. Non-disparagement clauses in
severance agreements also limit their involvement. Moore noted the problem.”
“IT workers "are afraid, they're in shock," she told the cheering crowd. "They're
not coming forward because we have been taught all our lives to make do
and keep going on. But you know what? This little old grandma is going to
stand up for what's right.”
"The fact is that Americans are losing their jobs to foreigners," said Moore. "I
believe Mr. Trump is for Americans first."
“U.S. Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-Ala.) appeared as well at the rally, and endorsed
Trump for the GOP nomination. Sessions is a leading Senate H-1B reformer.”
“Also appearing with Moore was Leo Perrero, who testified last week on the H1B visa program before the Senate Subcommittee on Immigration. Both Perrero
and Moore are suing Disney and the IT contractors it hired and were joined at
the rally by their attorney, Sara Blackwell. She blamed "corporate greed" for IT
offshoring.”
“The rally was held in advance of this week's Super Tuesday primary voting in a
number of states, including Alabama.”
“Most of the ire from Trump was directed at rival Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.),
who supports efforts to raise the H-1B cap. "What a great disappointment
Marco Rubio is," said Moore.”
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3039215/it-industry/laid-off-it-workers-speakout-at-trump-rally.html
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Dena Moore is Stand Out in this Breitbart Video! Sara Blackwell Sums
It Up - Greed Rules.

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/02/29/video-disney-workers-assailrubio-front-thousands/ - ooid=BlY3FmMTE6rVo6CY8q9tZGH20LbOPZA6
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But the Trump Bump for IT Workers Flopped at the Next Debate Then
the Donald Tried to Give His IT Mojo Back to Dena and the IT
Community
COMPUTER WORLD DEBATE REPORT: H-1B Debate Discussion Reaches Historic
High - Trump Gets his H-1B Mojo Back - Rare Trump Confession and Mea Culpa
“I frankly use and I shouldn't be allowed to use -- we shouldn't have it," said
Trump. Trump Embraces Disney Workers while the Democrats watch the Movie
Clueless with Marco.
I QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS FROM COMPUTER WORLD:
“In Florida Thursday night, Republican presidential candidates took on the H1B visa program in a way they have never done before. They said the program
is being abused, needs reform and GOP frontrunner Donald Trump, in
particular, seemed to recommend ending it.”
“The attention is due to the layoff last year of Disney IT workers, most who were
working in Orlando. Some of those workers had to train visa-holding
replacements. Disney laid off between 200 to 300 IT workers after bringing in IT
contractors that are heavy users of the visa.”
“Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.), who has supported an H-1B cap increase, and has
said little about the visa-related IT layoffs at Disney or any other place, offered
an extended critique of the H-1B program.”
“Rubio faulted, in particular, the use of visas by large IT services companies,
pointing to firms based in India, in particular. He said H-1B program abuses take
jobs from U.S. workers.”
“When it was his turn to talk about the visa, Trump, the billionaire businessman,
began with an admission. "First of all, I know the H-1B very well, and it's
something that I frankly use and I shouldn't be allowed to use -- we shouldn't
have it," said Trump. He explained himself by saying the visa is available to use
and "I'm a businessman."
“The frontrunner has sent out confusing signals about the H-1B program.”
“At last week's debate, Trump said he was "softening" his position on the visa.
But immediately following the debate, he issued a statement saying that his
remarks were about immigration, and not the non-immigrant H-1B visa.”
“In that post-debate statement at the time, Trump said: "I will end forever the
use of the H-1B as a cheap labor program, and institute an absolute
requirement to hire American workers first for every visa and immigration
program."
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“Last night, Trump seemed more focused, certain -- even radical. He talked
about ending the visa. "It's very bad for our workers and it's unfair for workers
and we should end it," said Trump.”
"Very importantly, the Disney workers endorsed me," said Trump. "They said he is
the only one that's going to be able to fix it, because it's a mess."
“The Democrats, by contrast, have had little to say about the controversial
program.”
“Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.), who is seeking the Democratic presidential
nomination, is a critic of the visa program, and joined a bipartisan group of 10
senators last year seeking an investigation into its use after IT layoffs at Southern
California Edison.”
“But former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton doesn't raise the H-1B visa as an
issue. In debates, both Sanders and Clinton have kept the focus on
comprehensive immigration reform.”
At a recent Trump rally, one former Disney IT worker who took the stage, Dena
Moore, said she trained a visa-holding replacement and was critical of Rubio.
"What a great disappointment Marco Rubio is," she said.
At Thursday's debate, Washington Times reporter Stephen Dinan asked Rubio
about Disney, and said that "some of the Americans even had to train their
own replacements."
"You support increasing the H-1B visa program that made it possible to bring in
these foreign workers. Doesn't this program take jobs away from Americans?"
asked Dinan.
"If it's being abused the way Disney did," said Rubio. "It is illegal now under that
program to use it to replace American workers. Under that program, you have
to prove not only that you're not replacing Americans, but that you've tried to
hire Americans."
Rubio, in the debate, acknowledged the problem with contractors, citing
India-based firms, in particular.
"What I argue is that no consulting business such as that should be allowed to
hoard up all these visas," said Rubio, adding that visas "should only be available
for companies to use to directly hire workers and that we should be stricter in
how we enforce it."
I QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS FROM COMPUTER WORLD:
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The H-1B and Out Sourcing is a SLAM DUNK ISSUE - He who taps it will win. Trump
screwed up big time in the last debate. Now Trump is back on track. Marco is
too little too late. Rubio has been BRAIN DEAD for so long, emergency WATER
infusion will do NO GOOD. The Democrats are lost in the wilderness, cannot not
see the forest, cannot see the trees. Clinton still living in the 90’s and Bernie is
allowing Trump to eat his lunch.
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3043199/it-careers/disneys-it-layoffsfuel-trump-rubio-h-1b-attacks-at-debate.html

Disney DISPLACED Grand Mother Endorses TRUMP. Brietblast Slams the Sweaty
Water Boy Marco the Robot Rubio:
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=460275607502483&id=2
56809727849073

DENA YOU SUED DISNEY AND TOLD THE BULLY DISNEY CEO TAKE A
LONG WALK OFF A SHORT BRIDGE. YOU SPOKE OUT AND THE NEW
YORK TIMES and the MEDIA WORLD LISTENED and the REST of the
WORLD was Wowed!
YOU ARE AN IT HERO FOR THE AGES!
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